
About us
M2P is a global management consulting firm that transforms businesses by accelerating
growth through an integrated offering of professional services, technology services, and
innovative ventures.
We deliver projects for our clients around the world with a focus on Travel, Transportation and
Logistics. With our holistic approach and view on processes, combined with innovative ideas
and industry expertise, we deliver solutions and approaches throughout the entire project
lifecycle.

For our office in Frankfurt am Main, we are looking for motivated, talented individuals who
would like to join our team as a

Consultant / Construction Engineer (f/m/d) 
About you
§ You have successfully completed a technical degree (e.g., civil engineering, architecture, or

similar) and have a general commercial understanding
§ You have 2-3 years of professional experience
§ You are familiar with terms such as HOAI and VOB
§ You like analytical thinking and modelling
§ You are talented in planning and organizing and you have excellent communication skills
§ You are pragmatic and open to new technologies and approaches
§ You enjoy working and interacting with different customers
§ You feel comfortable in changing work environments, especially at the client’s site, and you

are willing to travel
§ You can confidently represent the company and express your point of view in a targeted

manner
§ You are confident in using MS Excel / PowerPoint and familiar with MS Project
§ You are fluent in spoken and written German

We are looking forward to your application:
Via e-Mail: careers@m2p.net
Via homepage: Homepage Application Form

mailto:careers@m2p.net
https://www.m2p.net/blog/careers/consultant-construction-engineer/


Your mission
In our team you will work on exciting infrastructure projects, and you will be entrusted with the
following tasks:

§ Project management and steering, coordination and monitoring of complex projects in the
field of infrastructure (airport and rail)

§ Conducting meetings at operational and management level as well as supervising the
according reporting

§ Leading and accompanying planning and construction meetings
§ Presentation of status reports and project results in steering boards
§ Ensuring and monitoring costs, deadlines and quality targets according to internal and

external customer-specific requirements
§ Creation and updating of schedules, project manuals and project management

methodologies
§ Representing the customer’s interests towards authorities and planners as well as

executing companies
§ Independent processing of administrative tasks
§ Working at the client’s site, mostly in Germany

What you can expect
As a Consultant / Construction Engineer (f/m/d) you will contribute to the success of key 
players in the travel, transport and logistics industry by maximizing efficiency, evaluating data, 
optimizing processes and implementing new solutions. You will drive our clients’ 
transformation and digitalization. In our dynamic team you will be responsible for different 
project work packages that include leading of workshops, developing concepts and 
strategies, and to execute these with our clients on site.

We are looking forward to your application:
Via e-Mail: careers@m2p.net
Via homepage: Homepage Application Form
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